Combining Feature-based and Model-based Approaches For Robust Ellipse Detection
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Abstract—Fast and robust ellipse detection is a vital step in many image processing and computer vision applications. Two main approaches exist for ellipse detection, i.e., model-based and feature-based. Model-based methods require much more computation, but they can perform better in occlusions. Feature-based approaches are fast but may perform insufficient in cluttered cases. In this study, we propose an hybrid method which combines both approaches to accelerate the process without compromising accuracy. We extract elliptical arcs to narrow down search space by obtaining seeds for prospective ellipses. For each seed arc, we compute a limited search region consisting of hypothetical ellipses that each can be formed with that seed. Later, we vote them on the edge image to determine best hypothesis among the all, if exists. We tested the proposed algorithm on a public dataset and promising results are obtained compare to state of the art methods in the literature.

I. INTRODUCTION

Apparent geometric features of certain objects are commonly used for their detection in computer vision applications [1], [2], [3]. Edges and corners are the most primitive geometric features. More complex geometric features, such as lines, circles and ellipses can be formed using these primitive features. There are two main approaches for this augmentation, which are model-based methods and feature-based methods. Model-based methods have been long studied in the literature and can be summarized as exhaustively fitting models to lower level features. The second approach taken by feature-based methods forms the desired geometric features as combinations of lower level features. Characteristically, feature-based methods have a lower processing time and are more robust against noise.

Among the geometric shapes, ellipses are one of the most common geometric shapes in the nature. Since a circle’s projection onto a camera image plane is also an ellipse, encountering ellipses can be quite frequent in real life applications. Hence they are used as geometric features in applications from a wide array of fields such as intelligent vehicles [4], medicine [5] and biometrics [6], [7]. An ellipse has 5 degrees of freedom (DoF), which stands for the center coordinates x & y, semi-major and semi-minor axes a & b, and rotation angle θ. It is considerably higher than common geometric features.

Therefore, it is one of the hardest one to properly detect in many scenarios.

Due to its 5 DoF, various shapes such as rectangles can be represented by an ellipse with a reasonable amount of error. This situation both increases the computation time for the search in high dimensional space and beclouds distinguishing of ellipses from other shapes. Furthermore, for most applications, ellipses should be able to be accurately detected under occlusion and in a reasonable processing time. Due to these reasons, ellipse detection is a difficult problem that requires further improved solutions.

In this study, we propose an hybrid method for ellipse detection. In our method, the lower level features that forms the ellipses are arcs, which themselves are formed by edge segments. Each arc is used as a seed for an ellipse, similar to a feature-based approach. Then, additional arcs from the same ellipse are searched in the image by altering the seed ellipse’s parameters, which is similar to a model-based approach. Therefore, we reduce the search space in one dimension and perform voting in a limited area of image. In this way, we avoid performing computationally expensive model-based voting operation in 5-dimensional parameter space of the ellipse for the entire image. Eventually, the combination of model-based and feature-based approaches yields the advantage of former, which is occlusion resistance, and the advantages of latter, which are lower running time and robustness against noise.

II. RELATED WORK

The most common method of model-based ellipse detection is to apply Hough Transform (HT) [8]. However, this is not as viable of an approach as detecting lines with HT, as ellipses have 5 degrees of freedom, while lines have only 2. A large degree of freedom results in a far larger parameter space to be searched, hence proportional processing times. Improvements to HT mainly aim to shrink the search space. Lei and Wong constraint the search to fewer parameters at start, then move on to determine other parameters of the ellipse [9]. Randomized Hough Transform is another method designed to reduce the complexity of HT [10], which is used to detect ellipses [11]. Zhang and Liu take edges’ convexity information into account while applying HT, which improves running time by reducing the required computation [6].
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Feature-based models combine lower level features to form ellipses. The lowest level features to be used are edges. Since computing exhaustive combinations of edge pixels is not feasible, RANSAC has been used to find edge pixels that are on the same ellipses [12]. Higher level features such as line segments and arcs are lower in number, hence using them as building blocks of ellipses is preferred by some studies. Libuda et al. propose a hierarchical method, detecting edges, line segments, arcs, extended arcs and ellipses in this particular order [13]. In another work, curves are detected directly from the edges, which are then combined to form ellipses [14]. In methods that use high level features such as arcs, ellipses tend to be fit to the edges that constitute these features [15]. In general, methods that use higher level features report a much lower processing time compared to other methods.

In addition, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and its variants are rarely used for ellipse detection. Yin applies operations which are specific to GA and calculate a fitness value [16]. After some improvements on candidates, grouping and choosing higher values result to ellipses on a local search phase. Multi-population Genetic Algorithm (MPGA) is also used for detecting partial and full ellipses [17]. It works by clustering subpopulations around an ellipse hypothesis. It is compared to Randomized Hough Transform and another variant Sharing Genetic Algorithm.

There are also methods that derive from feature-based methods, yet are essentially model-based. Prasad et al. choose edge pixels from the same ellipse based on their local curvature, followed by a lower dimensional HT search [18]. Fornaciari et al. propose a selection strategy for detected arcs [19]. HT is applied to the selected arcs to detect the ellipses.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed hybrid ellipse detection algorithm basically aims to restrict the five-dimensional search space by the information acquired from primitive arc features and follows the steps shown in Fig. 1. In the first step elliptical arc features are extracted from the image and each of them represented by a parametric ellipse equation. Then, separate search regions are formed for each arc by manipulating their parameters. Search region of an arc is actually comprised of a number of hypothetic ellipses that each of them can be a valid ellipse for the seed arc with a reasonable amount of error. Afterwards, a voting scheme is performed for each arc in their own search regions on the edge image and number of edge pixels are accumulated for each ellipse hypothesis. Finally, the best ellipse hypothesis is found according to the voting results and a threshold value. In the following subsections, we explain steps of the proposed algorithm in fine detail.

A. Arc Detection

In the first step of the algorithm we extract elliptical arc segments from the input image in a three stage method shown in Fig. 2. First, we detect edge segments from the image each of them as a connected chain of pixels [20]. A test image and detected edge segments are shown in Fig. 3.a and Fig. 3.b, respectively. Once we obtain the edge segments, we find the corners along each segment with a curvature-based corner detection algorithm (see Fig. 3.c) [21]. Then we fit an ellipse to pixel chains lying between two consecutive corners along the edge segments and compute fitting error to decide whether the pixel chain is an elliptical arc or not [22]. If resulted error is smaller than a reasonable threshold (i.e. < 2 px), we determine that the pixel chain is a valid arc. In Fig. 3.d extracted elliptical arcs and the their corresponding ellipse results are shown. With the fitting operation we obtain an ellipse equation in conic form (see Eq. 1) to represent the arc and be utilized for computation of arc specific search region.

\[Ax^2 + Bxy + Cy^2 + Dx + Ey + F = 0\]  

(1)

B. Search Region Computation

At the beginning, all elliptical arcs and their conic equations are extracted from the input image. In the second step, we compute a search region for each seed arc to determine whether that arc can be part of a valid ellipse. A search region is actually a list of ellipse hypotheses each of which can represent the arc with a reasonable amount of fitting error. In this way, instead of performing computationally expensive five-dimensional voting operation on entire image, we perform voting in only one-dimension and on a very limited area in the image.

To compute the search region, we first derive the parametric equation for each seed arc from the conic equation (Eq. 1) obtained from ellipse fitting in the previous step:

\[\frac{(x - x_c)^2}{a^2} + \frac{(y - y_c)^2}{b^2} = 1\]  

(2)

where \((x_c, y_c)\) is center coordinates; \(a\) and \(b\) are semi-major and semi-minor axes of the ellipse, respectively [23]. The same procedure also yields a \(\theta\) value as the rotation angle of the ellipse around \(x\) axis. As shown in Fig. 4, we tune the center location, semi-major and semi-minor axes so as to derive ellipse hypotheses which are similar to the ellipse of seed arc.

Fig. 1: The block diagram of the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 2: Block diagram of arc detection method.
To find the ellipse hypotheses, we need to select one of the axes or both and compute a direction for the search region to span through. For this purpose, we determine the closest axis to seed arc by computing distances between arc’s end points \( e_i = (x_{ei}, y_{ei}) \) and each vertices of axes on ellipse \( v_i = (x_{vi}, y_{vi}) \). Each vertex is simply a point which is an intersection of semi-major and semi-minor axes and ellipse contour. For each end point of arc we get a closest vertice and this vertice apparently shows us which axis value is to change in search region. It is also possible to change both axis values and it can be seen as an example in Fig. 5.

After we find out the axis (i.e. semi-major or semi-minor or both) where the search region take place, we need to determine the direction that it spans through. Direction of search region is the direction of vector \( \vec{mc} \) where \( m = (x_m, y_m) \) is the arc’s middle point and \( c = (x_c, y_c) \) is the center of ellipse (See Eq. 3). Once we determine the axis and direction for the search region, we derive ellipse hypotheses by tuning chosen semi-major \((a)\) and semi-minor \((b)\) axes lengths with a certain ratio \((\pm10\%, \text{i.e. between } 90\% \text{ and } 110\%)\) of axes with a 1 pixel step ratio. For each \(a\) and \(b\) values, we concurrently update the ellipse center through search region direction in order to make sure that the new ellipse still overlaps seed arc.

\[
\alpha_i = \arccos \frac{y_c - y_m}{x_c - x_m}
\]  

(3)

As a result of tuning axis length, center coordinates of ellipse hypotheses must be shifted depending on amount of variation \((k)\). Initial center point starting from first ellipse hypothesis is computed by Eq. 4 and for each hypothesis \(k\) value is increased by 1 iteratively.

\[
x_{c0} = x_c + k \cos \alpha, \quad y_{c0} = y_c + k \sin \alpha
\]

(4)

Finally, we obtain the ellipse hypotheses which constitutes search region for voting.

**C. Detection By Voting**

After we obtain all seed arcs and search regions, i.e. ellipse hypotheses, we compute a ratio for each ellipse hypothesis by voting to edge pixels. We compute ellipse contour points for each ellipse hypothesis and utilize those point location to vote on edge image. For each hypothesis, we determine the number of overlapping edge pixels and then compute the overlapping ratio by dividing the value by perimeter of the hypothesis. To test if an ellipse hypothesis is valid, we set an adaptive threshold which varies with respect to the hypothesis’ perimeter. In this manner, larger ellipses are to have higher voting ratios to be elected as valid ellipses. In the experiments, we employ threshold values for voting ratio linearly varying between 0.4 and 0.9 for ellipses that are 100 and 1000 pixels in perimeter, respectively.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments, we used an annotated real dataset and compared our method with three popular model-based and feature-based methods [18], [13], [24] named Prasad, Libuda and Basca respectively. The dataset is named Smartphone which recently proposed in [19]. It has 629 frames in 640x480 resolution and almost each frame is challenging for detection of real elliptical objects. All of them are used for comparison and the comparison metric to quantify the detection performance is the overlap ratio calculation mentioned in [18]. Each algorithm was tested under fixed ellipse validation threshold value that yields the best performance for this dataset. These threshold values are 0.83 for Prasad, 0.01 for Libuda and 0.93 for Basca. Detection performances as f-measure is shown in Fig. 7. It is obvious that our algorithm outperforms others quantitatively. Some visual results from the dataset are illustrated in 8. Timing results for each algorithm can be seen in Table. I. Algorithms exhibit various timing results from long running to real-time. As it is seen that our algorithm and Libuda are in a competition by performing very close timing in milliseconds. Note that all experiments are performed on a laptop computer with an Intel i7 2.40 GHz processor and 8 GB of RAM.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we propose an ellipse detection algorithm which aims to combine advantages of feature-based and model-based approaches. The algorithm starts in feature-based manner by extracting edge segments, corners and elliptical arcs from the input image, respectively. After the arcs are obtained, they are used as seeds for detection of ellipses and the algorithm computes arc-specific search region based on the information inferred from each arc. A search region is actually a group of ellipse hypotheses each of which can represent the seed arc with a reasonable amount of proximity. Search regions are then utilized to perform voting on the edge image for the arc that the region is derived from. During the voting, edge pixels are accumulated for each ellipse hypothesis to perform comparison. Finally, at most one ellipse is selected among the hypotheses if it can accumulate enough number of pixels.

The proposed method can utilize very primitive features that cannot be form an arc but still belong to an ellipse by using nearby arcs as seeds. In this way the algorithm both saves excessive computation time, and handles cluttered situations where ellipses have clutters. We perform extensive experiments with a publicly available dataset and obtain better accuracy results compare to existing methods in the literature. The proposed method gives also promising results in terms of computation time.
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Fig. 8: Qualitative results of each algorithm for various images from the employed dataset.


